WATER TREATMENT IN TRI-DIMENSIONAL MAGNETIC FIELD
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Abstract

According to the theory, biological environment is diamagnetic, the electrons are less bound and the information exchange in cells is made with relatively small bioelectricity input and internal bio-magnetism. Analyzing the phenomena in atoms and ions intimacy, it was made a guess referring to the apparition of a phenomenon called Molecular Gyro-Magnetic Movement. Using water processed in the device built based on this hypothesis, it was observed that the plants tend to develop in mass and volume, without disturbing their own biological rhythm. The studies are confirmed by the use of a proper working protocol, during a study elaborated by three different teams, without knowing the result or the demarches made by the other study teams. The results open the way for understanding the relation human-nature and for discovering some systems for applying in ecological agriculture, food industry and future pharmaceutics using minimum power consumption.
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